**HO 60’ Bulkhead Flat**

**Announced 11.22.19**

**Orders Due: 12.27.19**

**ETA: November 2020**

**Britannia Railway**

ATH90533 HO RTR 60’ Bulkhead Flat, BCOL #864285
ATH90534 HO RTR 60’ Bulkhead Flat, BCOL #866088
ATH90535 HO RTR 60’ Bulkhead Flat, BCOL #866309
ATH90536 HO RTR 60’ Bulkhead Flat, BCOL (3)

**Burlington Northern**

ATH90537 HO RTR 60’ Bulkhead Flat, BN #621114
ATH90538 HO RTR 60’ Bulkhead Flat, BN #621123
ATH90539 HO RTR 60’ Bulkhead Flat, BN #621296
ATH90540 HO RTR 60’ Bulkhead Flat, BN (3)

**Burlington Northern Santa Fe**

ATH90541 HO RTR 60’ Bulkhead Flat, BNSF Early #545154
ATH90542 HO RTR 60’ Bulkhead Flat, BNSF Early #545176
ATH90543 HO RTR 60’ Bulkhead Flat, BNSF Early #545188
ATH90544 HO RTR 60’ Bulkhead Flat, BNSF Early (3)

**Illinois Central Gulf**

ATH90545 HO RTR 60’ Bulkhead Flat, ICG #976996
ATH90546 HO RTR 60’ Bulkhead Flat, ICG #978326
ATH90547 HO RTR 60’ Bulkhead Flat, ICG #978546
ATH90548 HO RTR 60’ Bulkhead Flat, ICG (3)

**Soo Line**

ATH90549 HO RTR 60’ Bulkhead Flat, SOO #5050
ATH90550 HO RTR 60’ Bulkhead Flat, SOO #5082
ATH90551 HO RTR 60’ Bulkhead Flat, SOO #5087
ATH90552 HO RTR 60’ Bulkhead Flat, SOO (3)

**Trailer Train**

ATH90553 HO RTR 60’ Bulkhead Flat, TT Early #90366
ATH90554 HO RTR 60’ Bulkhead Flat, TT Early #90491
ATH90555 HO RTR 60’ Bulkhead Flat, TT Early #90523
ATH90556 HO RTR 60’ Bulkhead Flat, TT Early (3)

**Union Pacific**

ATH90557 HO RTR 60’ Bulkhead Flat, TTX Red #812223
ATH90558 HO RTR 60’ Bulkhead Flat, TTX Red #81255
ATH90559 HO RTR 60’ Bulkhead Flat, TTX Red #81290
ATH90560 HO RTR 60’ Bulkhead Flat, TTX Red (3)

**Model Features:**

- Duplicated look and feel of “In Service” equipment; “Tattered and Torn” just like the real thing
- Faded base colors matched to the prototype
- Patches applied and shaped per road number matching each corresponding side to the prototype
- Perfect starting point for adding grime and rust

**All Road Names**

PRIMED FOR GRIME MODELS FEATURE:

- Separately applied end details and brake wheel
- Weighted for optimum performance
- Razor sharp painting and printing
- Wheels with RP25 contours operate on all popular brands of track
- Body mounted McHenry operating scale knuckle couplers
- Window packaging for easy viewing plus interior plastic blister safely holds the model for convenient storage
- Replacement parts available
- Minimum radius: 18”

$34.98 Individual SRP  $99.98 3-Pack SRP

* Union Pacific Licensed Product